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Abstract

The I&C modernization activities are motivated with the next aspects: Demand on new functionalities not
included in the original design; Reduction of operation and maintenance cost; Increasing of safety requirements;
Gradual disappearing of the technical support of the manufacturers; Demand on higher quality of the equipment.
Since plant will reach the half of his lifetime within few years, a peak of modernization activities is planned
providing the stable operation till end of the lifetime. It concerns not only the I&C but other systems as well. By
the strategy the modernization has to be finished within about ten years. There is a long term and a middle term
reconstruction plan for I&C systems. The long term plan defines a systematic approach of modernization. The
realization of the particular projects must not exceed the period of yearly outages. The middle term plan defines
the approved activities and contains allocated resources to them. The modernization activities could be divided
on two groups: a) Reconstruction of existing systems or construction of new ones; b) Systematic 'pin-to-pin
replacement' of certain kind of equipment belonging to different I&C systems leaving the functions and the
architecture unchanged.

1. SYSTEM LEVEL I&C RECONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS IN THE
PAKS UNITS

The items will be discussed:

- Reactor protection system refurbishment project
- Turbine power controller
- Core monitoring system reconstruction.
- Installation of an on-line water chemistry monitoring system
- Steam generator leakage monitoring

Reconstruction of the unit computers

1.1. Reactor protection system (EPS) refurbishment

Due to enhanced safety requirement, the management decided to engage in an overall safety
I&C system upgrade. The project aims at introducing changes and modern solutions into the I&C
technology and at restructuring the safety I&C system. These changes affect the actuation algorithms
as reasonable. Introducing changes to the I&C technology means implementing the logic currently
based on relay circuits by using modern type-tested digital components, whereas system restructuring
means integrating the existing autonomous safety subsystems into a single three-train system. The
refurbishment utilizing up-to-date tools facilitates the elimination of known algorithm inadequacies
after performing the corresponding safety analysis.

1.2. Turbine control system replacement

The goal of this project is to establish capabilities of participating in the countrywide primary
frequency control. It makes possible for Hungary to join the European grid. One unit by year will be
equipped with a state of the art turbine controller. The main features are:

- manual control;
- automatic control;

RPM control;
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- power control;
combined control;
fresh steam pressure control

- limitation functions: power and fresh steam pressure.

1.3. Reconstruction of the core monitoring system

According to the regulations the continuous operation of the units depends on the availability
of the core monitoring system. Missing the core monitoring functions more then 2 ours, the unit
power must be reduced. Using the latest technology digital equipment for replacement with well
structured redundancy we could avoid the power losses.

There are other benefits of the reconstruction besides the high reliability. A further software
improvement will support the use of newly constructed profiled fuel elements. It will increase the fuel
burn out ratio reducing the fuel costs.

The project was started in 1990. A pilot system was first installed running parallel with the old
equipment on unit 1. After a half year of testing period the first installation was carried out in 1992
during the annual outage on unit 2. It was followed by the next installations on further units one by
year. During each installation the software was upgraded according to the operational experiences of
the earlier installed systems.

1.4. Installation of an on-line water chemistry monitoring system

Replacing a former, manually operated sampling system, a new PLC controlled automatic
system has been installed with the following main purposes:

Reduce the need of the human work;
Reduce the personal irradiation dose;

- Provide continuous, on-line sampling in place of the old periodic one.

Due to the rapid evaluation the necessary action could be done faster in case of deviancy from
normal chemical conditions. The controlled parameters:

In the primary coolant water:
- Conductivity;
- pH;
- Redox potential;

Dissolved hydrogen
- Potassium ion;
- Ammonium ion.

In the steam generator secondary side:
- Conductivity;
- pH;
- Redox potential;
- Chloride ion.

In other parts of the secondary side:
- Conductivity;
- pH

Dissolved oxygen;
- Chloride ion.
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The samples are directed to the sensors using a manifold valve selector system in the primary
circuit. The total cycle time is 30 minutes. In the turbine hall the circuits have individual sensors. The
total number of sampling points is about 100 in each unit. The systems were installed between 1993-
96 one per year. The PLC system consists of 9 controllers for the whole power plant. It also includes
displaying features at any location of the plant via a local area network.

1.5. Steam generator leakage monitoring

The leakage monitoring system indicates the N16 isotope in the fresh steam. Using a
sophisticated algorithm the leakage can be calculated with high accuracy. The new monitoring
replaces the old fresh steam activity measurement requiring large volume of maintenance work.

The first installation was in 1996. After one year of successful operation the further installation
are planned in 1997-98.

1.6. Reconstruction of the unit computers

The technical support and the experts of the old 3rd an 4* generation plant computers are
gradually disappearing. Obtaining the spare parts became extremely difficult and is possible mostly
from the 'second hand' market.

After a half year of investigation phase a strategic decision was accepted: the new system must
be constructed utilizing an off-the-shelf software product tailored on the need of the plant. Almost
one year was spend on selection of the appropriate software.

The management agreed on a constructing of the pilot system running parallel with the existing
of the existing computers without any disturbance of its operation.

The main objectives of the pilot project:

- practical and final confirmation of the applicability of the chosen software product;
- to prove the economical expandability without practical limits;

training of the operational and the maintenance personnel;
- preparing of the specification and design for final installations.

2. INCREMENTAL I&C UPGRADE IN PAKS

Incremental upgrade means fully or almost pin-to pin upgrade of obsolete equipment. The
reason of the replacement was the demand on higher quality and on reducing he O&M costs. In some
cases the need for a new particular function led to the change of the old equipment to a new modem
one. The replaced equipment:

- dP transmitter replacement;
Pressurizer level measurements;

- Turbogenerator vibration and shaft displacement measurements;
- Electromechanical limit value monitors;
- penetration replacement;
- Recorders.

2.1. dP transmitter replacement

The systematic dP transmitter replacement initiated in 1991 was continued in the last two years
and now we have more than 350 new transmitters installed in Units 1 and 2. There are four types of
transmitters in use:
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- Standard type
- Standard type with nuclear cleaning
- Special design for WWERs.
- Smart transmitters

2.2. Pressurizer level measurements

A new computing unit was implemented in the level measuring circuits of the pressurizer, used
for monitoring purposes in the Main Control Rooms in Units 1, 2 and 3. This computing unit
performs an overall continuous density correction (from start-up to nominal pressure) on the basis of
the saturated water-steam table. The same device is planned to be installed in Unit 4 this year.

2.3. Turbogenerator vibration and shaft displacement measurements

The vibration and shaft displacement of the turbogenerator sets were refurbished with new
equipment. Presently 3 turbines have the new bearing vibration measurements and 5 turbines have the
new shaft displacement measurements.

2.4. Electromechanical limit value monitors

The systematic replacement of the originally implemented electromechanical limit value
monitors has been continued in the NPP and - at present - almost 600 new, fully electronic limit value
monitors are installed in the four Units.

2.5. Recorders

A systematic replacement of the obsolete recorders has been launched at the power plant. To
date, 74 recorders have been replaced altogether in the four units. The new devices provide some
practical services like event controlled recording. The project is to be continued in the next years.
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